Dear Sponsor,
Southwest Arizona Sisters Inc. otherwise known as SASI is an Arizona non-profit organization
dedicated to keeping the western way of life alive. The SASI girls spend time performing at rodeos,
making public appearances, and dedicating many hours of community service each year
through our local communities and charities.
We show our “Attitude of Gratitude” by sponsoring events and fundraisers such as our
annual Rockstars for Rachel 5D Barrel Race. Proceeds from this event benefit several Valley area
charities including the Prostate On-Site Patrol and the “Be The Match” Bone Marrow Registry. We
have also donated time and collected donations for Covid Relief benefiting the Navajo Nation.
While we love to pay it forward and teach others about the sport of rodeo, we can’t do this alone!
In order to continue traveling throughout the great State of Arizona we are seeking donations and
sponsors!
Southwest Arizona Sisters Inc. is a 501(c) (3) non-profit organization and all donations are tax
deductible. Your sponsorship or donation will not only help us on the rodeo trail but will also be an
exclusive way to advertise you and your business. Travel expenses, uniforms, and tack for a team
such as SASI can be overwhelming without fantastic sponsors like you!
Included is a Sponsorship Package for your consideration. If you have any questions, please
do not hesitate to contact us. We look forward to having you as a sponsor!

Sincerely,

Tim Neese

Tim Neese
Director and President
E-Mail: sasiattitude@gmail.com

SASI SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES
GOLD SPONSOR ($1,500+)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Link to Sponsors website from social media sites
Sponsors logo on social media sites
Sticker advertising your organization on traveling horse trailers (per 2 year term)
Recognition on all SASI autograph sheets
Banner to be displayed at any SASI held events
Social media “Sponsor Shout Outs”
Photo taken with SASI girls

SILVER SPONSOR ($1,000+)
1.
2.
3.
4
5.

Link to Sponsors website from social media sites
Sponsors logo on social media sites
Banner to be displayed at any SASI held event
Social media “Sponsor Shout Outs”
Photo taken with SASI girls

BRONZE SPONSOR ($500+)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Recognition on all SASI autograph sheets
Banner to be displayed at any SASI held events
Social media “Sponsor Shout Outs”
Photo taken with SASI Girls

TURQUOISE SPONSOR ($100+)
1. Social Media “Sponsor Shout Outs”
2. Photo taken with SASI Girls

* Each level is not limited to the following. We are more than willing to work our program towards what you are willing to sponsor/donate.
** The value of merchandise or product sponsored/donated will be totaled and considered for appropriate level
*** Patches, banners, and trailer decals are to be provided by sponsor.
**** Logo and contact information must be provided by sponsor.
***** 2+ year contracts are strongly encouraged

Southwest Arizona Sisters Inc. is a 501(c) (3) non-profit organization
(Tax I.D. #45 -3089583)

